A colorful stained glass dome caps the soaring atrium in the lobby.

**NEWPORT HOTEL GETS HIGH DESIGN MAKEOVER**

We didn’t want to check out the Cliffside Inn, the opulent Newport mansion, the inn on a visit to the Gilded Age’s Jersey Shore.

The hotel spent $2 million creating the Coral KidZ Club, a grand high-ceiling dining room, complete with soothing music to accompany dining and entertainment offerings. (Hills, Hostetl Or, and.)

The hotel spent $32 million creating the Coral KidZ Club, an oasis of calm with a beachside swimming pool and an all-inclusive spa.

“PEACE & QUARRY”

**GET SHUCKED IN PEI**

The hotel is located approximately a half hour drive from the Grand Fiesta Americana Coral Beach Cancun, which offers a variety of dining options and amenities.

**EVERYWHERE**

**INTERNATIONAL CUISINE AT HOME**

**TIPS FOR TOURING HERE AND ABROAD**

**FEAST OF FISHES: PAPAVERINA’S TIPSY TACOS**

The hotel offers 60 all-suite accommodations, which feature a private terrace and ocean views.

A variety of dining options include the beachy-cafe La Concor, serving fresh seafood and Mexican favorites under a grand palapa by the sea; Mexican-themed La Joya, an all-white palapa with tasty, tequila-inspired cocktails by the bar while families played in the shallows. Some areas of the pools have wide stepped edges where guests can sit on the shallows, with shallow water for children and adults.
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